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[ 5 7 ] ABSTRACT 

Apparatus measures the vapor pressure of raw crude 
oil entering a ?ash tower by measuring operating pa 
rameters of the ?ash tower and its output streams. 
Flow rates of light component vapor provided by the 
?ash tower and of the ?ashed crude oil are provided 
to a vapor pressure sensing network, which also re 
ceives signals corresponding to the pressure within the 
?ash tower, to the temperature of the liquid in the 
?ash tower and to the molecular weight and speci?c 
gravity of the ?ashed crude oil. The pressure of the 
?ashed crude oil is then determined utilizing the re 
ceived signals and equations hereinafter described. 
The vapor pressure of the ?ashed crude oil and the 
vapor pressure of the light component stream, which 
is substantially constant, is then apportioned accord 
ing to the relation of the mole ?ow rates of the light 
hydrocarbon vapor and‘ the ?ashed crude oil. The sum 
of the apportionment is then used to determine the 
vapor pressure of the raw crude oil. 

9 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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VAPOR PRESSURE MEASURING APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the Invention 

The apparatus of the present invention relates to 
measuring apparatus in general and, more particularly, 
to measuring apparatus for re?nery units. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Apparatus provides a signal corresponding to the 
vapor pressure of a feed hydrocarbon entering a pro 
cess vessel which yields a vapor and a processed hydro 
carbon liquid. The apparatus includes a network which 
samples the processed hydrocarbon liquid and provides 
signals corresponding to the molecular weight and the 
speci?c gravity of the processed hydrocarbon liquid. 
Sensors sense the ?ow rates of the vapor and of the pro 
cessed hydrocarbon liquid and provide corresponding 
signals. Other sensors provide signals corresponding to 
the sensed pressure of vapor in the vessel and the 
sensed temperature of the hydrocarbon liquid in the 
vessel. A circuit receiving signals from the network and 
from the sensors provides the feed hydrocarbon vapor 
pressure signal in accordance with the received signals. 
The objects and advantages of the invention will ap 

pear more fully hereinafter from a consideration of the 
detailed description which follows, taken together with 
the accompanying drawings, wherein one embodiment 
of the invention is illustrated by way of example. It is 
to be expressly understood, however, that the drawings 
are for illustration purposes only, and are not to be con 
strued as de?ning the limits of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a simpli?ed block diagram of appara 
tus, constructed in accordance with the present inven 
tion, for determining the vapor pressure of crude oil 
which is being ?ashed by a ?ash system also shown in 
partial schematic form. 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the vapor pressure sens 

ing means shown in FIG. I. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Referring to FIG. 1, a ?ash tower 1 receives raw 
crude oil through a line 5. The crude oil separates into 
light components vapor and into ?ashed crude oil. The 
light components vapor is removed from ?ash tower l 
by way of a line 8 while the ?ashed crude oil is removed 
from ?ash tower l by way of a line 10. Flow rate sen 
sors 12, 14 provide signals F‘ and F2, respectively, cor 
responding to the ?ow rates of the light components 
vapor and the ?ashed crude oil, respectively, to vapor 

7 pressure sensing means 16. 
A conventional type pressure transmitter 20 provides 

a signal P corresponding to the sensed pressure in ?ash 
tower I to vapor pressure sensing means 16 while a 

conventional type temperature trnasmitter 22 provides 
a signal T, corresponding to the sensed temperature of 
the liquid in ?ash tower l, to vapor pressure sensing 
means 16. ' 

Signal means 24 samples the ?ashed crude oil in line 
10 and provides signals M and G, corresponding to the 
average molecular weight and to the speci?c gravity, 
respectively, of the ?ashed crude oil. Signal means 24 
may be of the same type shown as signal means 24 in 
US. Pat. No. 3,733,476. Signals M, G are provided to 
vapor pressure sensing means 16. 
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2 
Equations 1 through 5 describe the various relation 

ships that vapor pressure sensing means 16 uses in de 
termining the vapor pressure of the raw crude oil in line 

MRO + MRV 

where KI through K8 are constants having values of 
9.97606, 100, 460, 14.7, 350, 2.6385, 20.0 and 0.46 
for a particular process system; AHVP is an adjusted 
hydrocarbon vapor pressure in the ?ash tower cor~ 
rected to 100°F; MRO is a molar rate of the ?ashed 
crude oil in units of lb. moles of liquid per hour; MRV 
is the molar rate of the vapor in units of lb. moles of gas 
per hour and RVP is the Reid Vapor Pressure of the 
raw crude oil. 

Vapor pressure sensing means 16 receives direct cur 
rent voltages V1 to V8 from a source 30 of direct cur 
rent voltages and provides a signal E0 corresponding to 
the vapor pressure of a petroleum fraction to recording 
means 40. Voltages V1 to V8 correspond to the con 
stants K, through K8 described in Equations 1 through 
5, above. Recording means 40 records signal E, from 
vapor pressure sensing means 16. 
Referring now to FIG. 2 vapor pressure sensing 

means 16 includes summing means 50 which sums 
pressure signal P with voltage V, to provide a signal 
corresponding to the term P+K4 to a natural log func 
tion generator 53. Generator 53 provides a signal cor 
responding to the term ln(P+K4) to summing means 
54. 
Summing means 60 and subtracting means 63 sums 

signal T with voltage V;, and subtracts signal T from 
voltage V2, respectively. Summing means 60 provides 
a signal, corresponding to the term (T-l-Ka), to a divider 
68 while subtracting means 63 provides a signal, corre 
sponding to the term (Kz-T), to a multiplier 70. Multi 
plier 70 multiplies voltage V1 with the signal from sub 
tracting means 63 to provide a signal to divider 68. Di 
vider 68 divides the signal from multiplier 70 with the 
signal from summing means 60 to provide a signal to 
summing means 54. 
Summing means 54 sums the received signals to pro 

vide a signal, corresponding to the term A, to a conven 
tion type exponential function generator 75 which in 
turn provides a signal corresponding to the term AHVP , 
in equation 1. 
A multiplier 80 multiplies ?ow rate signal F2 with 

speci?c gravity signal G to provide a signal to a multi 
plier 81. Multiplier 81 multiplies the signal from multi 
plier 80 with voltage V; to provide a signal to divider 
82. Divider 82 divides the signal from multiplier 81 
with signal M to provide a signal corresponding to the 
molar rate MRO of the ?ash crude oil. A multiplier 84 
multiplies the signal from divider 82 with the signal 
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from generator 75 to provide a signal corresponding to 
the term (AHVP)(MRO) in equation 5. 
A multiplier 87 multiplies ?ow rate signal Fl with 

voltage V6 to provide a signal corresponding to the 
molar rate MRV for the vapor in line 8. Summing 
means 90 sums the signal from divider 82 with the sig— 
nal from multiplier 87 to provide a signal correspond 
ing to the term (MRO+MRV). A divider 93 divides the 
signal provided by multiplier 84 with the signal from 
summing means 90 to provide a signal corresponding 
to the term 

(AHVP) (MRO) 
(MRO) (MRV) 

A multiplier 95 multiplies the signal from multiplier 
87 with voltage V7 to provide a signal corresponding to 
the term (K1)MRV in equation 5. A divider 98 divides 
the signal provided by multiplier 95 with the signal pro 
vided by summing means 90 to provide a signal corre 
sponding to the term 

(K1) (MRV) 
(MRO + MRV) ' 

Summing means 100 sums the signals from dividers 93, 
98 to provide a signal to subtracting means 103. Sub 
tracting means 103 subtracts voltage V8 from the signal 
provided by summing means 100 to provide signal E0 
corresponding to the Reid Vapor Pressure RVP of the 
raw crude oil. 
The apparatus of the present invention as hereinbe 

fore described provides an output corresponding to the 
Reid Vapor Pressure of raw crude oil entering a ?ash 
tower while monitoring the operation of the ?ash tower 
so as to provide an on~line determination of the Reid 
Vapor Pressure. The apparatus of the present invention 
as heretofore described is not restricted to the determi 
nation of the Reid Vapor Pressure of raw crude oil but 
is also applicable to the vapor pressure of any hydro 
carbon liquid entering a process vessel which provides 
a vapor and a processed hydrocarbon liquid as well as 
other chemical processes. 

It would be obvious to one skilled in the art that a 
general purpose digital computer could be utilized to 
determine the Reid Vapor Pressure of the raw crude 
oil. Signals Fl. F2, T, G, M and P would be converted 
to digital signals using conventional type analog-to 
digital converters. The digital computer may provide its 
own record or output digital signals. The output digital 
signals would then be converted to signal E‘, by a digi 
tal~to-analog converter. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for providing an output signal corre 

sponding to the vapor pressure of a feed ?uid entering 
a process vessel which yields a vapor and a processed 
liquid, comprising means for sampling the processed 
liquid and providing signals corresponding to the mo 
lecular weight M and the speci?c gravity G of the pro 
cessed liquid, means for sensing the ?ow rates F‘ and 
F2 of the vapor and the processed liquid and providing 
signals corresponding thereto, means for sensing the 
pressure P of vapor in the vessel and providing a corre 
sponding signal, means for sensing the temperature T 
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4 
of liquid in the vessel, and means connected to sam 
pling means and to all the sensing means for providing 
the output signal corresponding to the vapor pressure 
of the feed ?uid in accordance with the F1, F2, P, T, M 
and G signals from the sampling means and the sensing 
means. 

2. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 1 in which the feed 
?uid is a hydrocarbon liquid, and the processed liquid 
is a processed hydrocarbon liquid. 

3. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 2, in which the out 
put signal means includes means connected to the pres 
sure and temperature sensing means for providing a sig 
nal corresponding to a term A in accordance with the 
P and T signals from the pressure and temperature 
sensing means and the following equation: 

where Kl through K4 are constants, and network means 
connected to the A signal means for providing the 
AHVP signal in accordance with the A signal and the 
following equation: 

4. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 in which the out 
put signal means includes means connected to the sam 
pling means and to the ?ow rate sensing means for pro 
viding a signal corresponding to the molar rate MRO of 
the processed hydrocarbon liquid in accordance with 
M and G signals from sampling means and the F2 signal 
from the ?ow rate sensing means, and means con 
nected to the ?ow rate sensing means for providing a 
signal corresponding to the molar rate MRV of the 
vapor in accordance with the F1 signal from the ?ow 
rate sensing means. 

5. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 4 in which the MRO 
signal means provides the MRO signal in accordance 
with the F2, M and G signals and the following equa 
tion: 

_ (m (K5) (6) 
MRO _ M 

where K5 is a constant, and the MRV signal means pro 
vides the MRV signal in accordance with the F1 signal 
and the following equation: 

where K6 is a constant. 
6. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 5 in which the out— 

put signal means includes summing means connected 
to the MR0 and the MRV signal means for providing 
the output signal in accordance with the sum of the 
MRV and MR0 signals. 

7. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 6 further comprising 
means connected to the summing means for recording 
the output signal. 

8. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 6 in which the pro 
cess vessel is a ?ash tower, the feed hydrocarbon is raw 
crude oil, the processed hydrocarbon is ?ashed crude 
oil, and the vapor is light components gas. 

9. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 5 in which the con 
stants Kl through K" have values of 9.97606, 100, 460, 
350 and 2.6385, respectively. 

* * * * * 
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